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In this paper we study singular ground states of semi-linear elliptic 
equation 
du+uP+z4 
vl+2I(tI-:I=* 
9 (1) 
where d is the n-dimensional Laplacian, n 2 3, 1 < p < (n + 2)/(n - 2). By a 
singular ground state we mean a positive classical solution in R”\,(O) 
which tends to zero at co and tends to cc, at the origin. 
Since we are only interested in positive radial solutions of (1) we 
consider the following problem: 
I?- 1 
u”+- u’+u”+u frr+2)~ln-2)=0 1 
r 
(2) 
u(r) + 0 as r-+ a. 
It is easy to see that for 1 < p d n/(n - 2). problem (2) does not possess 
any positive solution in r > 0. In this paper we show that for n/(n - 2) < 
p< (n+ 2),/(n -2), singular ground states do exist. We also study the 
asymptotic behaviors of such singular ground states both at the origin and 
at ,x. 
THEOREM 1. For n/(n - 2) < p < (n + 2)/(n - 2 ), problem (2) possesses a 
singular ground state u(r) which satisfies 
c,r-‘“-2’Q~(r)~:2r~2(p-1’ (r2 11, 
-In~2j.2dU(r)~Cqr-(n~~2)‘2 
(3) 
c3r (0 <r < 1), 
where cfs are posititre constants. 
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Actually, any singular solution of problem (2) must behave like r-l” Pz’:’ 
near the origin, while the asymptotic behavior near a may be either 
r-(+” or P -2;‘pP”. The next theorem shows that if p is near n/(0-2), 
problem (1) does have a singular ground state which has asymptotic 
behavior like F*.“~-‘) at #m. 
THEOREM 2. If 
n n+2 3 n+2 5 
-<p< 
n-2 
-+-- 
n-2 2 J-- 
-+-, 
n-2 4 
then problem (2) has a singular ground state tchich satisfies 
2 
lim y2;(P-‘)u(r)= - 
V’ +x L ( 2 ’ (P -1 n-2-- P-l >I 
(4) 
II 
(5) 
Our method of proof consists of two ingredients, the “barrier method” 
near infinity, and a priori estimates for solutions of problem (2) at ;XI as 
well as near an isolated singularity, which were developed in [l-5]. 
We begin our analysis by considering the equation 
n-l 
u”+- u’+u”+u~=O, 
I 
where 1 <p<(n+Z)/(n-2)6q. 
LEMMA 3. (i) If u is a positive solution of (6) in R < r < +,xX, then for 
raR+l, 
clrZp” <u(r)<c,rp2”pm’) and lu’(r)l < c3r-2;‘p- “k ‘. 
(ii) If u is a positive solution of (6) in 0 <r < R which tends to a^j at 
r=O, then for O<r< R, 
u(r) < c4rp2;‘yp ” and lu’(r)l < c5r-2~‘y~ I’- ‘. 
(iii) For 1 < p < n/(n - 2), Eq. (6) does not have any positive solution 
in 0 < r < 'x'. That is, Eq. (6) has neither classical positive solution nor 
singular ground state. 
We omit its proof since this is just the same as in [l, Theorem 1.10; 4, 
Theorem 2.1; and 5, Lemma 2.161. 
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LEMMA 4. Assume n/(n - 2) < p c (n + 2)/(n - 2) d q and 14 is a positire 
solution of (6) in 0 < r < R and 
lim r2 ‘y ~~ "U(Y) = 0, (*) 
r ~+ 0 
then u(r) is a classical solution in 0 < I’ < R. 
This lemma can be proved by the method in [2, Appendix; and 5, 
Section 2.23 involving comparison method and iteration process, with 
small change in argument. 
Set u(r) = r-’ “‘4 “u(r). From (*) and Lemma 3 v(r) is bounded in 
O<r<R and 
lim L’(r) = 0. 
r -. 0 
LT( r ) satisfies 
4 
[I”+ n-l-- ( ) 2 r -‘$-- ( 2 n-2-- r > - 2L’ q-1, 9-l 9-l 
Fix E E (0, H - 2 - 2/(q - I)), and define an operator L,: 
Then we have 
Since tl(r) --f 0 as r --f 0, there exists rt: > 0 such that 
L,c>O for O<r<r,. 
Denote /?, as the positive root of the equation 
/?‘+ ( 
4 2 1l-2-- -- 
> ( 
2 
9-l 9-l 
n-2--- 
9-l 
& =o 
> 
and c, = cl(r,) r,“‘. For any 0 < S < rE we have 
LE(zl- r,rA) = L,cBO in &,,(OW,(O), 
~‘-c.Jc=O t on aII,;(O). 
By the maximum principle we conclude that 
max (r(r)-c,rB~)=max(O, r(6)-c,6”~} +O as 6 +O. 
J c r < r, 
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That is, u(r) d c,rSr for 0 -C r d rC and we have 
u(r)<c,r-“Y-ll+/L for O<r<r,. 
In the following c denotes various generic positive constants which may 
vary from line to line. Without loss of generality assume 
u(r)<cr-2’Y-~I+/~ for O<rdR. (**) 
For 0 < r < R from Eq. (6) we have 
.I 
~‘~-‘(z~p(s)+uy(s)ds dt+u(R) 
0 1 
d 
1 R 
+- s n-2 I 
s(up(s) + uy(s)) ds + c. 
Using the assumption (H) we get that 
if bq#- 
u(r) < 1 c(l+r--“‘Y-‘)+/j4), 4 1 + Ilog 4 1, q-1’ 2 
if pq=- 
q- 1’ 
If -2/(q - 1) + flq > 0 we are done. Otherwise repeat the argument above 
with fi replaced by fiq. After a finite number of interactions we have 
u(r)<c(l +r-*.(Yp”+f14”) for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Since q > 1 we conclude that u is bounded in 0 <r < R. By the elliptic 
regularity theory u is a classical solution in 0 d r < R and the proof is 
completed. 
We now return to problem (2). If u is a positive solution of (2) in 
R < r < co, where R > 0, by Pohozaev’s identity and Lemma 3 we have for 
any p>,R, 
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LEMMA 5. If 1 < p < (n + 2)/(rz - 2), then 
(i) For any p 2 0, problem (2) does not have any positive solution 
u E C’[p, 1~) bvhich satisfies either u(p) = 0 or u’(p) = 0. 
(ii) If u is a positive solution of (2) in 0 < r < m, then for some positive 
constants cl, c2, 
c,r -(n-2),2~U(r)~C2r~in-212, O<r<l 
That is, problem (2) does not possess anJ positive classical solution in 
CJ<r< ry3’. 
Proof Part (i) follows from (7) immediately. Part (ii) may be proved 
by making use of identity (7). Assume that u is bounded in 0 < r d 1. From 
the elliptic regularity theory u is a classical solution in 0 d r < 1 and 
u’(0) = 0. From (7 j we have sc r” ~ iup + ‘(r) dr = 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore u tends to ;c: at r = 0. From part (ii) of Lemma 3 with 
q=(n+2)/(n-2) we have u(r)<cr-“‘+“,‘* for O<r< 1. If 
P “1-2’2u(p,,)+o n, 
for some sequence pnt + 0. From Lemma 3 we have 
IP:,- ‘U(P,,*) U’(P,,,)I = P!,:-2’~2u(P,J .P:;2eL)l 
< cp: ~ 2’.2u(p,,) + 0. 
From (7), it follows that 
--- “+‘up+‘(r)dr< -i fi p~,u’(p,)*<O, 
m - % 
a contradiction. 
In [6] it was proved that if n/(n-2)<p<(n+2)/(n-2) and 
q = 2p - 1, then Eq. (6) has a positive solution u E C”[O, co). These solu- 
tions provide us with super-solutions of Eq. (6) in more general cases. 
Now we assume 
n n+2 
-<p< 
n-2 
-<q<2p-1, 
n-2 
and define two functions )1’,(r), \iv2(r) as follows: 
(8) 
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p-l- 1 2 -- 
P-l ( 
n-2-- 
> p-l ’ 
p=& 
( 
n-2-2 2, 
P-1 > 
d= [n(n -2)p]‘“-2”4. 
Then we have 
and 
By straightforward calculations, there exists R > 0 such that W,(R) = 
W,(R) and rcl(r) < 1t’2(r) for r > R. That is, (\v,, 1~~) is a couple of sub- and 
super-solutions of Eq. (6) for r 2 R. 
LEMMA 6. If Eq. (6) has a couple of positive sub- and super-solutions 
Or,, w2) for r > R, then (6) has a solution u(r) for r > R and 
w,(r) d u(r) d w2(r). (9) 
Proof: Lemma 6 can be proved by the same arguments as in 
[ 1, Theorem 2. lo]. Here we give an alternative proof. 
Set *=(n-2)r~p2rplf1-2~, y(f)=u(r), k=2(n- l)/(n-2). Then Eq. (6) 
becomes 
.l”‘+r-kf(?.)=O, (10) 
where f(y)=yP+J,Y. Setting v,(t)=n,,(r), LJ~(~)=II.~(~), T=(n-2)‘1P2 
R-‘“-2’. We have that for O<t<T, O<v,(r)<v,(t), v’,‘+rpkf(v,)>O, 
vi+ tpkf(v2) < 0. Fix nz > 0 and consider the two-point boundary value 
problem 
,“‘+t-kf(y)=O, 
1 
-<t<T 
m 
Next, take a linear function cp,(t ) such that 
1 0 - I m’ y( T) = L!, (T). 
and cp,(T) = v,(T), 
(11) 
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and set z(l) = y(t) - q,,,(t). Then y(t) is a solution of problem (1 1 ), if and 
only if z(t) is a solution of 
?’ + t -“f(z + cp,,,) = 0, 
1 
-<t<T 
m 
(1.2) 
= z(T) = 0. 
Problem (12) is equivalent to the integral equation 
where K,,,( t, s) is the Green’s function of - d2/dt2 under the boundary con- 
dition in (12). K,,Jr, s) is continuous in [l/m. T] x [l/m, T] and positive in 
(l/m, T) x (l/m, T). It is easy to check that 
is a completely continuous operator and is increasing with respect to the 
natural partial order in C[l/m, T]. Set 
z*(t) = c,(t)- cp,,(t) 
z*(I) = c2( 1) - cp,,( t); 
then, z,(t)<=*(t) for l/nz<t< T, and ;,(t)<(T,,,z,)(t), (T,:*)(f)<=*(t). 
By the fixed point theory of increasing operators [7, S], we conclude that 
there exists z,,, E C[l/m, T] such that for l/m 6 t< T, ~,(t)<z,,Jr) <z*(t) 
and z, = Tmzn,. Thus .I’,,~ = zm + cp,,, satisfies (11) and am ,< y,(t) < u2(r) 
for l/m < t < T. 
It is easy to check that for any 6 > 0, sequence { ~$,(t)} is uniformly 
bounded in 6 d t 6 T. Using standard arguments involving diagonal 
process, we conclude that there exists a function y(t) satisfying Eq. (10) for 
O<t<Tand u,(t)<~(t)<0,(r) for O<t<T. 
Set U(T) = I. Then U(T) is a solution of Eq. (6) in r 2 R and satisfies 
(9). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Take Ml,(r) = d(p + rz)p”‘2’(Hp2’, )v2(r) = 
c(p+r2)-I~(,-I, as a couple of sub- and super-solutions of Eq. (2) for 
r b R. By Lemma 6 there exists u(r) satisfying (2) for r > R and ,r,(r) < 
u(r) < )v2(r) for r 2 R. 
We claim that u’(r) < 0 for every r b R. 
Since W,(R)= u(R) = \c2(R), we know u’(R)< MI;(R) ~0. If u’(r,) =0 for 
some r,>R. then u”(r,)= -.f(u(r,))<O, where .~(u)=u~+u”~+~~‘~--‘~. 
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Thus u(Y,) is a strict local maximum. Since u(T,) < am < M-~(R)= u(R), 
there exists rz E (R, r,) such that 
u(Y*)= min u(r). 
R<rGr, 
Hence u’(rz) = 0, I” 2 0. But I” = -f(u(rz)) < 0, a contradiction. 
The claim is proved. 
Now we extend the solution U(Y) backward into the region r < R. Set 
and 
Z = {p > 0 : LI(T) is defined in(p, + ‘x ) 
U’(T) < 0, and U(T) satisfies (2)) 
r=infZ. 
Since u’(r) < 0 in r < r < ‘x, we conclude that u(r) is positive in r < r < ,x8 
and lim rl T u(r) exists (may be infinity). 
Assume T > 0. From (2) we have, for any r < r < R, 
)+~~‘s”~‘f(u(s))d~>R’~-‘u’(R). (13) r n- ‘u’(y) = R” - ‘u’( R 
Since u’(R) < 0, 
O>u’(r)> R 
0 
n ~ 
r 
I n-1 
u’(R)> -a 
u'(r) remains bounded as r + r. Therefore U(T) remains bounded and 
24(5)=lim,,, u(r) < oz. From (13) we obtain 
lim u’(r)= t 
r-i 0 
~~‘u’(R)+SRs”-If(u(~))ds; 
T 
that is, u’(r) exists, and U’(T) < 0. Since r is the i&mum and r > 0, we must 
have u’(r)=O. Therefore, u(r) is a classical positive solution of (2) in 
t < r < cc and U’(T) = 0. This contradicts Lemma 5. Hence t = 0. Again by 
Lemma 5, we conclude that u(r) must be a singular solution. The proof of 
Theorem 1 is completed. 
Remark. Using the method in [2, Appendix, and 5, Section 2.21 we can 
prove that, if u is a singular ground state of (2) and 
lim r2,1p- “u(r) = 0, 
r-x 
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then we have 
That is, singular ground states can have asymptotic behavior either as 
rp2 (P ‘) or as recnp2) at infinity. But Theorem 1 does not tell us which 
case occurs. This is partially answered in Theorem 2. 
Consider Eq. (6), where n/(n - 2) < p < (n + 2)/(n - 2) d q. We want to 
find a positive solution of (6) which behaves like r-2”/1 - ‘) at infinity. If we 
set L)(r) = r2”P-” u(r), then Eq. (6) becomes 
Setting CI = 4/( p - 1) + 2 - n, c = 2(q - p)/cr( p - 1 ), t = CI ‘r’, and y(r) = 
u(r), we see that l’(t) satisfies 
?,, =(at)-‘,.(t) 
2 [P ( 2 x- -1 n-2-- P-l > -l’(t)P-L-(CLt)-oy(t)Y-’ . 1 (15) 
Since n/(n-2)<p< (n+2)/(n-2), we have that cr>O and (2/(p- 1)) 
(n - 2 - 2/(p - 1)) > 0. First we consider the equation 
Z”+(C(t)-(2+oJ=Y=o. (16) 
Since q 2 (n + 2)/(n - 2) we have q d 2(2 + rr) - 3. It is easy to prove that 
there exists a unique positive solution z(t) of (16) such that 
lim z( t ) = /3, 
r+ x 
where b= [2/(p- l)(n-2-2/(p- l))]““P’J and for some r,>O, 
z(T,)=O, z(t)>0 for T,<t<m. From (16) we obtain 
z(t)=fi-JX (S-t)(C(S)-(2+n'Z*(S)dS, 
I 
z’(t) = j’= (cIs)-‘~+~’ 9(s) ds 
I 
for T,<t<a. 
(17) 
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LEMMA 7. Assume that n/(n - 2) < p < (n + 2)/(n - 2) and 
2 4-P 4+2(q-P) n-2-- - 
p-l<p-1 i P-l 
+2-n 1 (18) 
Then there exists T> T,, 0 < z < 1, such that Eq. (16) has a solution y(t) in 
Td t -C cc, with 
z(t) Q y(t) < sg+ (1 - T) ;(t) and y’(t) > 0 in t 3 T. (19) 
ProoJ: It is obvious that J,(t) is a solution of (15) with lim,, % It(t) = j3 
if and only if F is bounded and 
.dt)=b+ jx (S- t)(C(S)~2~(s)[~P-1-L,p-‘(s)] ds 
I 
-I 
cc 
(s- t)(mp”+“‘yq(s)ds. 
I 
Since 8” ~ ’ = 2/(p- l).(n-2-2/(p- 1)) and 
1 -a2a(l ++2(VP) 
P-l (P- 1): [ 
4+2(q-P)+2-n 
P-l IT 
(18) can be written as 
BP- l <-a%(1 +a). 
P-l 
Take 0 < r < 1 such that 
we can take T> T, such that for t < T, 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
=(t) > Tp and (at)” (23) 
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Let E be the space of bounded, continuous functions on [T, ,x ) and 
D={y~E:z(t)<~*(t)<~B+(l-T)z(f),Vf2T}. 
Then define an operator A on D as 
- j-* (s- t)(cts)-‘2+u’yY(s) ds, for t>,T, 
, 
and claim that A maps D into itself. For, if J’E D, then 
,(f)d?'(f)6rB+(l-T)=(t), for r2T. 
In order to prove that JV* - A>% E D, it suffices to show that 
J**ct)>r(t), 
and 
Since 
y*(t)-r(t)=ll (s--)(a~)-*y(s)[/?-‘-Jo-‘1 ds 
I 
- TX (s-r)(c~s)~‘~+~‘(~(s)~-z(s)~)ds, 
.I 
(26) is guaranteed by the estimates 
~(B”-‘-!,“~‘)~(C(t)~u(1IY-=q). 
(24) 
t-25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
From (25) we have yy-?<~fi4+(1 -t)~Y-~=Y=r(/?Y-~Y) and 
p-‘-y’> P"-'-[t/j"-'+(I-t)Z"-']=(I-T)(b"-'-Z"-'). Thus 
we only need to check 
that is, 
Since I B z(t), (30) follows from (23). Therefore (26) holds. 
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Now we write (27) as 
< (s- t)(m-‘2+o’ [y”(s) - (1 - r) z”(s)] ds, 
it is sufficient to prove 
Since ~9~ - (1 - r) zy > ryY, we only have to prove that 
8P~‘-I’P-‘~T?‘Y-‘(C(t)~u. (31) 
When l<p<2, we have 8p-‘-~p~‘~(p-1)~p~2(/j-~,) and 
P-y(t)</3-z(t) = 1;; (s-~I)(c(s))‘~+%~(s)~~<(/Pc(-~/o(~+o))(~L~)-? 
Thus it suffices to prove 
That is, 
1 
/jqG-- 
P-l 
U20( 1 + fJ) TJ" + ’ ~ ‘. 
Since y(t) 2 TB, we only have to check that 
which follows from (22). 
When p > 2, we have BP-’ - yp- ’ -~(p-l)j~-‘(jj--~). Thus to prove 
(31) we only need to check that 
B 
1 
P+Yp2g- 
P-l 
Cf’O( 1 + 0) TJ” ~ ‘, 
which follows from (22) and the fact that y 2 rp. Therefore the claim above 
is proved. 
In order to prove that A has a fixed point in D, we first define a topology 
on E. Let 
P,,(Y) = max 7-<,<T+m ‘J4f)‘, 
which defines a sequence of seminorms in E and makes E into a locally 
convex topological space. With this topology D is a closed convex subset 
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and A is a compact continuous operator on D. By the well-known 
Tychonov’s fixed point theorem we conclude that A has a fixed point y E D, 
which is a solution of Eq. (2). 
Since j’ E D, we obtain from (24) that 
f(r)=jX (cIs)-‘2+m’~j’(s)ds 
I 
I x 
-J, (~ts)~~~(s)[~~~‘-~~(s)~~‘] ds. (32) 
From (32) we conclude that $(I) > 0 and Lemma 7 is proved. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. When q = (n + 2)/(n - 2), condition (18) is just the 
same as (4). Letting q = (n + 2)/(n - 2) in Eq. (15) by Lemma 7 we have a 
solution j,(t) which satisfies (19) for t 3 T. 
Set t=ap’rx, u(r)= I, and u(r)=rpz”pp’b(r). Then u(r) is a positive 
solution of Eq. (2) for r 2 R. Next extend the solution u(r) backward into 
the region r < R. We obtain, by the same method used in the proof of 
Theorem 1, a singular ground state u(r). 
From (19) we see that j?(t) is monotonically increasing to /I as t + co, so 
that ,.?.:tP- 1) u(r) is also monotonically increasing to p as r + cc. Q.E.D. 
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